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Registration for summer
classes begins this week
BY BRITTANEE BARTON
THE PARTHENON

Registration for summer classes begins this
week for all currently
enrolled Marshall University students, while
fall registration starts
April 9.
The summer schedule is composed of four
sessions.
Intersession
is four weeks long, lasting from May 7-June 1.
Summer I, begins May 21
and ends August 10, is
a 12-week session. Summer II and III are both
five weeks long. Summer II runs from June 4
to July 6. Summer III is
in session from July 10 to
August 10.
Roberta
Ferguson,
Marshall Registrar, said
summer classes appeal
to a variety of students.
“We tend to get a lot of
students who need to accomplish requirements
for scholarships,” Ferguson said. “Also, we have
a number of student athletes who enroll in the
summer. We typically
will have a lot of commuters who live in the
area.”
The
schedule
of
classes is posted on the
registrar’s website. Ferguson said the summer
class selection is based
on universal need.
“A lot of the summer
schedule consists of general education kinds of
courses that students
can take to accomplish
requirements during the
summer, more so than

Like father, like son

upper-level classes in particular majors,” Ferguson
said.
Currently enrolled Marshall students are able to
register online or at the
registrar’s office now. All
admitted students can
register beginning Monday, April 2. Registration
continues until the first
class day of each session.
The fall schedule of
courses was released Monday on MyMU and the
registrar’s website. In a
policy change from previous semesters, the date
students can register is
still dependent on hours
earned prior to the current semester, but the
alphabetization enforced
in past years is now null.
Ferguson said this change
is possible because the
servers are now able to
regulate the heavy online registration traffic.
She said she hopes it will
better serve students, especially those who know what
classes they need to take.
“This gives students
who are prepared, have
met with an adviser and
know what they want to
register for, a reward for
being prepared instead of
penalizing students who
are prepared by making
them wait for a particular
alphabetic breakdown,”
Ferguson said.
Dates for advanced registration for Fall 2012,
which are based on class
standing, are posted on
the registrar’s website.
Brittanee Barton can be
contacted at barton35@
marshall.edu.

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Abdulrahman Mohdher, 4, of Barboursville, W.Va. chases down a pass from his father, Wissam, at the Marshall University Recreation Center
Turf Field on Monday.

Senior capstone shows open in the Birke Art Gallery
BY JOANIE BORDERS

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

THE PARTHENON

Senior visual arts major Patricia Wheaton’s “The
Search” utilizes stamp and acrylic mediums.
Wheaton’s display is featured in the Birke Art
Gallery along with three other senior art students
BELOW: An enlarged photo of Wheaton’s art

The first of four capstone exhibitions opens in
the Birke Art Gallery Tuesday providing an array of
art from photography to
graphic design from four
seniors.
Russell Billo, Patrick Easo,
Lindsey Rouse and Patricia
Wheaton will be displaying
work for their senior capstone show Tuesday from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Birke
Art Gallery with a reception
to follow.
A capstone show is the
culminating event for an
undergraduate or graduate art student. The show
is an opportunity for students to showcase what they
have learned during their
studies and gives an opportunity to display what they
have been working on most
recently. John Farley, director of the Birke Art Gallery,
said for most students it is
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an opportunity to display
the work they have accomplished in the last semester,
or year if it is a very involved
project.
The
exhibition
provides representation from
painting, digital works, photography and what Farley
said seemed like it encompassed most, if not all the
art degree program at Marshall University.
“I think the most successful exhibitions occur when
the work is balanced, having
representation from different areas of the college and
when they work as one to
provide a cohesive show,”
Farley said.
Farley said for the show,
students are in charge of
producing the work, installing the work, publicizing for
the event, design and distribute exhibition postcards
and uninstall their work.
“Basically, what it all boils
See BIRKE I Page 5
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Marshall teaches hearing-impaired children

RIGHT: Jodi Cottrell, audiologist and classroom teacher, works with children who attend the learning lab. LEFT: Johnna Gaunch, classroom teacher, works with children during Center Time.

MOLLY URIAN | THE PARTHENON

Luke Lee Listening, Language and Learning Lab helps deaf children become oral communicators
BY MOLLY URIAN
THE PARTHENON

The ability to hear and
speak is a luxury for many
children.
Unfortunately,
others might never have the
opportunity to communicate with their peers.
Marshall
University’s
Luke Lee Listening, Language and Learning Lab is
a specialized program for
deaf children whose families want children to be oral
communicators.
The program is staffed
by
classroom
teachers,
a
speech-language
pathologist
and
graduate assistants pursuing a

career in speech-language
pathology.
Established in November 2006, the program was
founded by a parent who
chose for her hearing impaired child to listen and
speak.
Jodi Cottrell, audiologist and classroom teacher
for the Luke Lee Listening,
Language and Learning
Lab, said the parent originally lived in Pittsburgh and
wanted more than sign language for her son.
“The child received hearing aids and a cochlear
implant,” Cottrell said.
“When they were moving
back to West Virginia, there

was no place in the state that
offered services to teach
him to listen and talk. She
wanted him to be a complete
oral communicator.”
Cottrell said the parent did
a lot of research and communication with Marshall to
receive approval for a threeyear-grant from the State
Department of Education.
“After the three-year grant
ended, she was able to get us
on the state budget,” Cottrell
said. “We are free to any child
in the state of West Virginia.
We do have children out of
state in Kentucky and Ohio
who have to pay us tuition.”
The program is the only
oral preschool that provides

intense therapy for listening
and spoken language. This
semester, the program has six
children and is the most that
can be in the classroom.
“We have a parent-infant
program and also an auditoryverbal program,” Cottrell
said. “We actually have more
clients in our program. We
see kids in our parent-infant
program age birth to three.
Some of them may transition
into the program and some
may not.”
Besides
providing
speech-language
services, the lab provides
audiological services such as
hearing evaluations and hearing programming.

Karen McNealy, speech
pathologist for the Luke Lee
Listening, Language and
Learning Lab, said she believes some people forget that
the children are deaf because
they seem to be functioning
so similarly to their hearing
peers.
“Part of my role is to do
annual speech and language
testing on the children each
year,” McNealy said. “Some
of the kids who have gotten
later starts will have a gap
when they first start in the
program between where their
language skills are now and
where they should be for a
child of their same age. It is
really fun for me when the

annual testing comes up to
see that gap get smaller and
for some disappear.”
Cottrell said the most rewarding part of her job is
the outcome.
“The job is very complex
and is not easy, but when
you see the outcome, when
you see these kids going
into preschool and kindergarten with normal speech
and language and the ability
to listen and hear – it is just
amazing,” Cottrell said.
The preschool is located
on the third floor of Smith
Hall.
Molly Urian can be contacted at urian@marshall.
edu.

Student organization aids Syrians affected by conflict
THE PARTHENON
As
Syria’s
uprising
rages, students at Marshall
University are providing assistance to civilians caught in
the crossfire.
The Syrian uprising began
in March 2011, when protesters took to the streets in
an attempt to overthrow the
government.
The government responded with military
force. Eight thousand people
have been killed. The protestors demand democracy,
greater political freedoms
and the resignation of Syrian
president Bashar al-Assad, according to the United Nations.
The Marshall Interface
Circle, a student service organization, started selling
T-shirts and bumper stickers
in March as an effort to raise
funds for charities assisting
those affected by conflict.
The proceeds go to the Syrian
Medical Association and Life
for Relief and Development,
who supply civilians in Syria

DAVID ENDERS | MCT

Syrians in Amman, Jordan, demonstrate outside the
Syrian embassy, March 23.
with food and medicine.
Vice president of Marshall
Interface Circle Ammar Haffar said the Syrian conflict hits
close to home.
“My parents are from Syria
and I feel a certain connection with that place,” Haffar
said. “I used to go there every

summer until this happened.”
Sophomore biochemistry
major Sumaiya Chaudhry,
19, from Huntington, said she
was motivated by the conflict’s international scope.
“I think it’s interesting to
me because right now there’s
a lot of sudden changes,”

Chaudhry said. “I want to
help these people, but its also
neat to wander what’s their
motivations, why is their
president so persistent in
keeping power.”
Haffar said the student to
their efforts is promising.
“Many students don’t

really know what’s happening with the conflict, where
Syria is or if Syria is even a
country,” Haffar said. “But
many students really appreciate this and are eager
to also give aid.”
Haffar said he hopes
Marshall student’s help

with providing humanitarian aid to Syria will help
civilians in the conflict.
“I believe actions are by
your intentions,” Haffar
said. “Whatever we can
contribute I think would
be important because the
crisis was not neglected.”

Lashing at health care, Santorum says only ‘creator’ can grant rights
BY IAN DUNCAN

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
WASHINGTON – Republican presidential contender
Rick Santorum appeared at
the Supreme Court on Monday afternoon to declare as
president he would seek to

repeal President Obama’s
health-care law, arguing that
only the “creator” can grant
rights, not the government.
Santorum said if he is
elected president, he will
have a clear mandate to
repeal the health-care legislation passed in 2010,
and he added that he

believes the reforms are
unconstitutional.
“If we’re successful it
will be very clear where the
American public is,” Santorum said.
Santorum’s remarks were
at times almost drowned out
by supporters of the healthcare law, who have been

holding rallies since early
Monday morning outside
the court. They chanted that
health care is a human right,
but Santorum argued that no
rights should come from the
government.
“Rights come from our
creator, they are protected
by the Constitution of this

page designed and edited by KATIE QUINONEZ | quinonez@marshall.edu

country. Rights should not
and cannot be created by
a government because any
time a government creates a
right, they can take that right
away,” Santorum said.
The rights included in
the U.S. Constitution were
put there by men, all of
whom were delegates to the

Constitutional Convention
held in Philadelphia in 1787.
Santorum, a devout Catholic and former Pennsylvania
senator, also took aim at
GOP frontrunner Mitt Romney, arguing that the former
Massachusetts
governor’s
See SANTORUM I Page 5
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Board of Governors meets with public to discuss soccer facility

SARAH STILES

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Board of Governors organized a public comment
meeting Monday.
The meeting took place in
the Shawkey Dining Room
of the Memorial Student
Center to discuss the demolition of the Veteran’s
Memorial Field House and
replace it with the new MU
soccer complex.
Matt Turner, chief of
staff, said the meeting was
a great way for members of
the community to become
involved and voice their
opinions.
“The public meetings are
good for the community to
address their opinions or
concerns and for Marshall
officials to answer any questions about the field house
changes,” Turner said.
Turner said although there
were a few attendees who
had questions about the construction, many supporters
of the new soccer complex
were also in attendance.
The soccer complex will be
named Veterans Memorial
Soccer Field in honor of the
veterans. Turner said this
shows the appreciation for
the veterans the same way
the field house did.
“The vast majority of the
veteran community is very
supportive of the fact that
Marshall is going to preserve
the name Veterans Memorial and we are going to move
forward with something that
truly honors them,” Turner
said.
Representatives from the
Greater Huntington Parks
and Recreation District,
which currently manages
the field house, were also
in attendance, commenting
on the maintenance and expenses of the field house.

Turner said the veteran’s
park plan, supported by the
Parks and Recreation, will
better the community and
represent the veterans as
well as the field house does.
The age of the Veterans
Memorial Field House was
also discussed because it
is unable to bring in large
events due to the outdated
resources in the facility, such
as the restrooms and seating arrangements, and other
competition.
Other
establishments,
such as the Big Sandy, serve

IMAGES COURTESY OF HERDZONE

The images represent the scaled models
developed as plans for the soccer field replacing
the former Veterans Memorial Field House.

See SOCCER I Page 5

COLUMN

Tebow shows his command at Jets’ news conference
BY TOM ROCK

NEWSDAY (MCT)
FLORHAM PARK, N.J. —
As they spoke on the phone
in recent days, getting to
know each other as new

teammates, Tim Tebow said
Mark Sanchez gave him advice on all kinds of topics.
Tebow shared one of them
with more than 200 credentialed media at his news
conference Monday.

DENNIS VAN TINE | ABACA PRESS/MCT

Tim Tebow, new quarterback for the New York Jets, addresses the media
at a press conference in Florham Park, N.J., on Monday.

“He warned me about
y’all,” Tebow said with a
smile.
Judging from his introduction, Sanchez needn’t worry
about Tebow’s handling of
the media. He was calm,
charming and charismatic,
dressed in a sleek gray suit
with green shirt and tie. He
didn’t even need the crutch
of an introduction or a team
official to stand alongside
him. He simply strode to
the microphone, answered
questions for about a halfhour without once getting
tripped up, then thanked everyone for attending.
If Tebow can command
the locker room and the huddle the way he dominated
his first public appearance
as a Jet, it’s Sanchez who
should be warned and not
the new guy.
Who is Sanchez to warn
Tebow, anyway? He’s never
had a news conference
moved into the Jets’ field
house because there were
too many reporters who
wanted to get in and hear
him talk. Not even Rex Ryan’s introduction needed
such a large venue. But
that’s what happened with
Tebow on Monday.
Sanchez may have a spotlight on him as a starting
quarterback, but it’s nothing
like what Tebow has experienced in the last year with
national magazine covers

and profiles, not to mention the very public debate
about the role his Christian
faith plays — and should or
shouldn’t play — in his football achievements. Sanchez
gets just a whiff of the scrutiny that Tebow has had to
deal with. And Tebow deals
with it well.
“Ultimately I’m just going to be myself,” Tebow
said. “For me, it’s not about
changing anything, it’s about
being who I am and who I’ve
always been. Just trying to
be the same person.”
There’s little doubt he’ll
continue that. Tebow may
be the Jet best prepared to
handle Tebowmania. He
may in fact be the only one.
In their insistence that this
is a football move and not a
publicity stunt, the Jets may
not be allowing themselves
to understand just how huge
of a personality they have
brought in.
Tebow’s arrival may not
be the biggest event in Jets
history. Yet.
But right now, it’s the most
compelling story line the
team has ever had. Bigger
than “Hard Knocks.” Bigger than AFC Championship
Games. Bigger than Brett.
More eyes will be on them
than ever before. Tebow
brings in a non-football
audience. It’s a crowd he’s
used to handling, used to
addressing, but one that is
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foreign to the Jets.
Twice in his news conference, Tebow joked that he
was standing there in front
of everyone only because
“the guys upstairs” wanted
him to do so. Tebow may
not have necessarily wanted
to be standing there. He just
made it look that way.
Perhaps the most telling
demonstration of Tebow’s
control of the situation came
when he wasn’t even in the
room. A few minutes before
he walked across the indoor
football field to the microphone, an odd — almost
reverent — hush fell across
the assembled reporters.
This is just the opening
of the circus that will now
attach itself to the Jets all
season long. Sure there
were at least 30 cameras on
risers aiming at Tebow on
Monday, not to mention just
as many others recording
images via shoulder units,
hand-held cameras and
smartphones. There were
more than a dozen satellite
trucks lined up outside the
team facility, some of them
arriving early in the morning for predawn stand-ups
to trumpet Tebow’s arrival.
Imagine what the scene
will be like when Tebow
first steps onto the practice
field as a Jet. When he takes
his first snap (presumably
after Sanchez has taken his
starter’s reps). When he

scores his first game-winning touchdown for the Jets.
Sanchez said Monday that
he’s not worried about losing his starting job to Tebow.
That’s an easy question
to answer now, in March.
It gets increasingly more
difficult in August and September. A few early-season
interceptions from Sanchez
and it could become difficult to defuse a potentially
explosive situation.
Does Tebow have the
tools to be the better quarterback? That’s hard to
say. Does he have the tools
to better weather a quarterback controversy? It
certainly seems that way at
first glance.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.
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Who will win the NCAA basketball championship ?
n University of Kentucky Wildcats
n University of Louisville Cardinals
n The Ohio State University Buckeyes
n Kansas University Jayhawks

EDITORIAL

‘Stand Your Ground’ law should be
repealed to reduce senseless deaths
The recent shooting of an unarmed 17-year old
African-American by a neighborhood crime watch
volunteer brings many issues forth in an age-old debate about gun control, race relations and violence.
Travyon Martin was shot and killed by George
Zimmerman in a gated community located in a
suburb of Orlando, Fla.
Martin was walking back from a convince store
toward his father’s girlfriend’s house when he was
shot by Zimmerman, who claims the two were in
an altercation. The shooter claims he shot in selfdefense –– however, this is being challenged by
thousands of others. Many questions arise when
one looks as the facts regarding this case.
One statute that has been challenged due to this
recent shooting is Florida’s “Stand Your Ground”
law. This law of which 23 other states have versions
of, gives the benefit of the doubt to an individual
claiming self-defense and makes no requirements
that the person who shot has to make an attempt at
retreat before opening fire. This law, it now seems,
encourages the use of force rather than minimize

the amount that is used. The United States suffers
from thousands of gun-related deaths annually.
It also, as some choose not to mention, has a fair
amount of hate crimes on an annual basis as well.
Laws such as the “Stand Your Ground” should be
revisited and amended to minimize the amount
of leeway individuals who claim “self-defense”
receive.
In a 911 call that was released to the public, one
can hear — faintly — a voice pleading for help
in the background. A gunshot is heard, and then
silence. Martin’s parents say they have no doubt
that this was their son screaming for his life in the
recording.
One should acknowledge that the words ‘help
me’ were quite possibly the last words Martin said
before he was shot. In order to prevent other tragic
cases like this from occurring, officials in all states
should consider having a law such as the “Stand
Your Ground” statute repealed. There are much
better ways of limiting conflict which do not seek
to shoot first and ask questions later.

COLUMN

Trip to New Orleans shows two opposite sides of the city
BY MICHAEL MCATEER
THE PARTHENON

I went traveling with a
group of sociology students and faculty to the
Southern Sociology Society conference in New
Orleans, La. It was my
first trip to New Orleans,
as a student or otherwise, and it has been an
eye-opening experience.
What I can first report is
New Orleans is, in fact, a
beautiful and magnificent
city. The French Quarter
is full of character and
charm. Open French doors
peer into boutiques and
shops, dive bars and coffee houses, full of bustling
music, people and food ––
lots and lots of food.
During our time, we enjoyed many of the sights
and sounds of the city,
walking the rain-slicked
streets where famous
musicians and poets have

lived and worked. The historic architecture conjures
images of horse drawn
carriages and high French
culture from another time.
Our cohort had made
accommodations at a hotel
in the French Quarter, less
than a block from the Hotel Monteleone, where the
conference is being held.
My wife, Linda, and I have
made separate accommodation with professor of
sociology from Marshall
University at a bed and
breakfast in the Lower
Ninth Ward, approximately two miles away.
The Lower Ninth became
infamous after Hurricane
Katrina.
It is hard to believe
it has been seven years
since the storm hit this
city. From the looks of the
French Quarter and the
downtown area, you would
hardly believe there was
a storm at all. Many of

the structures have been
restored, rebuilt and rehabilitated from the massive
flood and wind damage.
But in the Lower Ninth, it
might as well have been six
months ago. Crossing the
levy from the downtown to
the Lower Ninth, you can
see a distinct change in the
conditions and health of
the city.
Many of the houses
in the Lower Ninth are
shotgun-style houses, very
narrow and long, identical at each end. They are
painted in bright coral colors: Sky blue, coral orange,
bright green and lavender,
which is indicative of the
style and personality of
the city and its people.
Given how shabby and
worn-down the houses are,
it looks more like a poor
attempt to add rouge to
a black eye, diminishing
the bruise. And that only
speaks for the houses in

the neighborhood, which
are still inhabited. For every three of four houses,
which are occupied, peeling paint and damaged
roof, there are one or two
more which are boarded
up. Some are deeply
damaged, missing walls
or roofs from where the
winds sheered them from
their structures seven
years ago. Either people
came back to find their
properties demolished
from Katrina and abandoned them or did not
come back at all.
The city of New Orleans reports “over 1,500
people died near this
Industrial Canal levee
breach in 2005.” Many of
them lived in the Lower
Ninth Ward.
The New York Times
magazine reports the
Lower Ninth Ward gives
new meaning to the terms
“urban growth” reporting

that the Lower Ninth
has become a “dumping
ground” for all kinds of
unwanted refuse. Stray
cats and dogs, garbage and
building materials left in
plots with knee-high grass.
At the bed and breakfast
we stayed at ,four feral
cats were living on and
under the front porch.
It would be unfair to
paint a picture of the
Lower Ninth Ward as an
urban wasteland where
there are wild dogs
crawling from abandoned
PVC pipes to steal children from the streets.
More likely, it is the
picture of urban blight
which could be seen in
any major American
city: Block after block
of housing in decline,
with people walking the
streets and waiting for
public transportation
to go to work or school.
There are ver y few

grocer y stores or gas stations in the Lower Ninth,
which makes me, wonder
how the residents eat and
live. It is a sad state, but
not too dif ferent than
what you might find in
pockets of Huntington or
Charleston.
Poverty and prosperity
are the same, wherever
you go in Appalachia.
Money flows to the tourist and visitor venues and
pours out of the impoverished neighborhoods
of the working poor. It is
hard to stomach that this
reality is the same in New
Orleans. Seven years after Hur ricane Katrina the
city has been “rebuilt” in
the French Quarter. The
levies were repaired to
separate the two cities
and that is where the restoration stopped.
Michael McAteer can
be contacted at mcateer@marshall.edu.

843,463
is the number of concealed carry
permits issued in Florida as of July 31,
2011.
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Continued from Page 2
support for reforms in that
state hurt his credibility
when taking on the Patient
Protection and Affordable

SOCCER

Continued from Page 3
as a main revenue for local
events with larger crowds
leaving the Veterans Memorial Field House empty.
Turner said the cost to
remodel Veterans Memorial Field House just is not
in anyone’s budget at this
time, and the few events organized at the field house

BIRKE

Continued from Page 1
“Basically what it all boils
down to is that students have
to learn to do these different
things, and if they remain
in the field, which hopefully
and presumably they will,
they will have a variety of
experience the next time
around,” Farley said.
Patrick Easo, multimedia
and graphic design major
from Anchorage, Alaska,
whose art will be displayed
in the show, said the most
exciting part about the exhibition to him was getting his
work together in a cohesive
format.
“I always interview a lot
of places and work in the
field in different ways, but to
put it together in a way that
looks nice other than just
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Care Act.
“There’s only one candidate
who has a chance of winning
the Republican nomination
who can make this the central issue, a winning issue for

winning the presidency back
and that’s Rick Santorum,”
he said. “Unfortunately, the
worst person to make that
case is Mitt Romney.”
“All he says was, ‘I’ll repeal

Obamacare’ and in the same
breath, he defends Obamacare at the state level. It just
doesn’t wash and it won’t
wash in the general election,” Santorum said.

Santorum spoke in front
of signs emblazoned with
the slogan “Better Health,
More Freedom,” which aides
dutifully turned so he would
appear in front of the court’s

columns, but he stopped
short of outlining a comprehensive plan of his own.
He did say, however, “I’ve
always been for free-market
health care.”

do not generate enough revenue to keep up with the
maintenance.
“The field house is not
something the city can sustain or something they can
afford to bring up to current
standards,” Turner said.
The Historic Preservation
Office was in attendance at
the public comment meeting to explain the process
and noted that Marshall has

been very cooperative with
the time it takes to record the
necessary actions taken to
the field house.
Turner said Marshall is
involved to make sure the
field house is properly documented and the history of the
building in preserved.
“Marshall is going to take
every measure we can to
ensure the facility is commemorated in a first class

fashion,” Turner said.
The new facility will be
a great recruiting plus for
Marshall’s soccer teams and
a positive for the Marshall
community offering an updated facility for sporting
events and other Marshall
events.
Turner said he is proud of
the involvement Marshall
has had in the project and
is pleased with the plan to

continue the remembrance
for the veterans.
“While the field house is
a significant piece of our
heritage, our plan is to incorporate the past into the future
plans for Marshall University,” Turner said.
Turner said the concerns
brought up in the public
comment meeting have been
taken into concern and will
continue to do so in the future.

Progress will be made to
the field house as soon as
the Historic Preservations
Office and Marshall make
the necessary requirements
to document the Veterans
Memorial Field House and
finalize the plans for the new
Veterans Memorial Soccer
Field.
Sarah Stiles can be contacted
at
stiles8@live.
marshall.edu.

in a board room is a totally
different experience,” Easo
said.
Being a senior’s portfolio
of sort, Farley said the capstone exhibition marks a
transition for the artists.
“It’s a sort of rite of passage, marking the transition
to real world experiences
and bridges the gap between
college life and assuming a
little bit more responsibility for your direction and the
kinds of things you carry
into the professional world,”
Farley said.
At the reception, artists are
asked to spend 30 seconds
to a minute talking about
their work, what they did
and where they hope to go.
For Easo, that means talking
about his animations, videos,
three dimensional models
and awards. Standing in

front of four Pixie awards,
Easo said that he has been
hired by blackbaud, a nonprofit software company
that designs software, websites and are looking to
branch into iOS applications
for Apple products. Easo will
be moving to Charleston,
S.C. at the beginning of May
to transition into his professional career.
Easo said he is excited to
showcase where he will be
going and how hard he has
dedicated his individual
time.
“If I could give advice to
freshmen, it would be to do a
lot of individual work,” Easo
said. “What you do in class
is one thing, but what you do
on your own time will make
or break you in the capstone
and what you do later. All of
the work in my capstone I

did on my own — none of it
was done in class. Take what
you learn in class and have
fun and expand with it.”
Farley said the capstone
exhibitions
will
benefit
younger students in the program by letting them see
what they will get a chance
to do when they become a
senior.
“It is always nice to see
what your peers are doing
and how they are doing it,
where you fit in the scheme
of things and how much you
have to learn,” Farley said.
Including a variety of
work, the capstone exhibition will be open from to the
public from 4 p.m. Tuesday
till Thursday during normal
gallery hours.
Joanie Borders can be
contacted at borders9@
marshall.edu.
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A local affair
a series on Huntington businesses

JOANIE BORDERS | THE PARTHENON

RIGHT: The Old Village Roaster, located on Fourth
Avenue, boasts between 30 to 40 different types of coffee
beans — all roasted on location.
ABOVE: The business opened in 1995 and contains a
full line of specialty drinks and coffees.

The Old Village Roaster: A Huntington classic
BY JOANIE BORDERS
THE PARTHENON

For Pete and Vicky Cooper, the coffee business all
started with a love of antiques and an antique peanut
and coffee roaster dating
back to the late 1800s.
“My husband restored the
roaster,” Vicky Cooper said.
“We started experimenting,
and here we are 17 years
later.”
Old Village Roaster, the
Cooper’s coffee shop, is

“

Local coffee shop roasts beans in-house

My husband restored the roaster.
We started experimenting, and
here we are 17 years later.”

> VICKY COOPER,
   OWNER

located adjacent to the
Keith-Albee Performing Arts
Center on Fourth Avenue,
where it has been since they
opened on May 1, 1995.
Being one of a handful of
coffee companies in the state
of West Virginia that actually

roast their own bean.
Cooper said they are unique
in more ways than one.
“We apply the flavoring to
the coffee ourselves,” Cooper said.
With close to 30-40 different flavorings, the Coopers

come up with their own combinations including West
Virginia White Christmas, or
year round Celebration Café,
including white chocolate,
coconut crème and french
vanilla.
“We roast the beans first,
and once they are cool, we
apply the flavorings — whatever that might be, then we
like to set them overnight
before we grind them, so the
flavors are absorbed,” Cooper said.
Cooper said the most

unique blend is the Roast
Master’s blend, including
Guatemala Antigua, Brazilian Organic and Sumatra.
“They come from four different regions of the world,
making it really good and interesting,” Cooper said.
Though the Coopers have
taken a break from the fairs
and festivals they started out
with, their coffee is still making its way throughout West
Virginia with their wholesale accounts, Tamarack in
Beckley, W.Va., supplying

Healthy Life Markets in
Barboursville, W.Va., and
Charleston and even mail order to individuals.
Old
Village
Roaster’s
menu also contains a full line
of specialty drinks including
cappuccinos, mochas, seasonal flavors, tea and more.
Aside from coffee, the Cooper’s offer their own caramel
corn, roasted almonds and
pecans.
Joanie Borders can be
contacted at borders9@
marshall.edu.

WORLD’S TALLEST MAN

STOPS GROWING
CAVALIER DAILY, U.
VIRGINIA
VIA UWIRE

Professors at U.
Virginia’s Medical
Center have stopped
the world’s tallest
man from growing,
according to press
statement released
this month by
the University’s
Health System.
University endocrinologist
Mary Lee Vance
and University
neurosurgeon
Jason Sheehan

treated 8-foot-3 Turk Sultan
Kosen in 2010.
Kosen had previously been
diagnosed with acromegaly,
a disease in which the patient suffers excessive growth,
caused by a pituitary tumor.
The tumor spiked the amount
of growth hormone Kosen’s
body produced, which led to
his gigantism, according to the
statement.
Vance said the Discovery
Channel contacted her in May
2010 and asked her to appear on
one of the network’s programs,
right before Kosen came to the
University for treatment.
“We’re a very large center for
referral for patients with pituitary
gland problems,” Vance said.
Vance gave Kosen new medication designed to control the
production of the growth hormone and to stop his growth in
May 2010. The tumor, however,
had spread into Kosen’s brain
and he had to return to the
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Medical Center in August 2010,
Vance said.
Sheehan then performed radiosurgery on Kosen using a
Gamma Knife, which Vance said
is a “one-time focused radiation treatment,” which halts the
spread of the tumor.
“The treatments that we
provided at the University
of Virginia have stopped
the production of his excess
growth hormone and stopped
the growth of the tumor itself,” Sheehan said in the
statement.
Kosen currently holds the
2012 Guinness World Record for
tallest man.
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